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There is no
debate: you are
deserving of love
and happiness.
Period.

Making Mental Health
and WellBeing a Top
Priority

T

here is a largely unknown, silent
crisis taking place in Canada
today. It isn’t talked about much in
the media or online, but certainly
has been highlighted during the last two
years of the COVID pandemic. It’s social
and economic costs are enormous, and
many Canadians don’t know what to do
about it.
Mental health and well-being –
having declined rapidly for Canadians
due to increasing stress and anxiety –
has become even worse with each wave
of the pandemic. Even before this, a full
20% of Canadians were experiencing
mental illness in a given year, with young
people being more likely to have it than
any other age group.
In the last two years alone, that
number has increased to 25%, with 54%
of Canadians overall saying their mental
health has worsened since the start of

Kelly Johnson is President
of the Confederation of
Canadian Unions
the pandemic.
People
living with a mental illness
are also twice as likely to have
a substance use disorder, and
Canadians in the lowest income
group are three to four times more likely
than those in the highest income group
to report poor to fair mental health.
That last statistic isn’t an
accident. Wealthy people in Canada
can afford private psychiatry, which
can be very expensive. Low-income
Canadians generally can’t, and they have
little elsewhere to go since health care
budgets everywhere have been cut, are
there are long waiting lists for people
with mental illness to get assistance.

There
were
approximately
28,000
children and youth in
Canada on waiting lists for
mental health treatment
in January 2020, and this
was before the pandemic.
Average wait times for
children and youth are 67 days
for counselling and therapy and 92
days for intensive treatment.
Canada’s mental health-care
system has operated for decades as a
partially privatized, fragmented system
of hospitals, psychiatrists, psychologists,
therapists and community groups
paid either through donations, some
government funding or directly out of
pocket.
The
human,
social
and
economic costs of this negligence are
stunning. The annual economic cost of

mental illness in Canada is estimated at over
$50 billion per year. This includes health care
costs, lost productivity, and reductions in
health-related quality of life.
Decades ago, western societies
believed the health of the mind was generally
separated from the body. But from Eastern
religious teachings to modern science that
can miraculously map the human brain, we
know much better today.
Mental health
affects physical health, and vice versa. They
are fully interconnected.
That is why Canada’s Medicare
system is missing the enormously important
component of mental health and well-being,
and why the Confederation of Canadian
Unions is now making this issue a top priority.
To begin, we are calling on the federal and
provincial governments to create a universal,
publicly administered mental health care
program. This will be added to the Canada
Health Act and exist under our Medicare
Program.
It would provide Canadians living
with mental illness to receive therapy and
treatment by professionals, and ensure
more health care workers are trained in
Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (a practical
form of psychotherapy designed to
reduce depression, anxiety and obsessive
compulsive disorders, among others).
We’ve also created a new, easy to
use, online program where you can send an

email to your Member of Parliament
and Provincial Ministers of Health and
Youth, asking them to create this new
program. You can add your name to
the list by going to https://www.ccucsc.ca/take-action-on-mental-healthand-well-being/. Please sign up today.
Investing in mental health
and well-being has been proven to
produce net cost benefits. The costs
of mental illness reach tens of billions
of dollars a year in Canada, far more
than the cost of creating a universal
mental health care program.
The CCU has battled for
workers’ rights, public health care and
education, good-paying jobs, a clean
environment and principles like justice

and democracy. But we don’t do this
in a nutshell. We do so to provide
Canadians with a higher standard of
living – and happier lives for everyone.
But even all this won’t matter
as much to Canadians living from
mental illness who can’t get help - and
get better.
This silent crisis must end.
Canada is better than this.
Our
Medicare system must include mental
health care and well-being, allowing
all Canadians to lead healthy and
happy lives. n

“T

his silent crisis must end. Canada is
better than this. Our Medicare system
must include mental health care and wellbeing, allowing all Canadians to lead healthy and
happy lives.
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A Special Message from
Shea-Lynn Richardson
Above: Shea-Lynn, with father Ron Richardson, recent Regional Officer of the CCU and PPWC Executive member.

I have been to the hospital
several times over this past year,
and I have seen many patients leave
and return a short time later, either
because they were misdiagnosed
or because the doctors and nurses
didn’t know how to help them. I
have been in and out of the Prince
George Hospital four times during
the past year, and I was just given
medication and set free.
I know people who have
04
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spent a week in emergency. I spent
four days in the emergency and
three days on the surgical floor. The
Emergency Department is already
very busy and causes even more
stress and anxiety for people already
dealing with suicidal thoughts.
Prince George Hospital needs to
have a psychiatric facility so people
don’t have to wait a month to get a
bed at the hospital in Kamloops.
We are a larger community

than Kamloops but don’t have a
better facility for mental health.
Mental health is overlooked
and ignored. It’s not discussed
publicly, but it needs to be.

Sign the online CCU petition
calling for universal, public
mental care and well-being
CLICK HERE

Sincerely,
Shea-Lynn Richardson
Prince George, British Columbia
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Organizing
Amazon
B

y now most people have
probably heard about what is
going on in the United States
with Amazon. It’s one of the
largest employers in the country and,
up to now, has resisted any attempts at
union organizing.
All that changed this year.
Two
Amazon
employees,
Christian Smalls (in photo at right) and
Derrick Palmer, formed the Amazon
Workers Union and successfully
organized what is known as the JFK8
warehouse in Staten Island, New York.
Christian was a supervisor and Derrick
worked with him. During the height of the
COVID pandemic, Christian organized a
worker action to protest unsafe working
conditions. He was fired shortly after.
The lessons to be learned from
their efforts are important for the rest of
the union movement. They did not have
a big union with a big organizing budget
to back them. Derrick continued to work
at Amazon while Christian devoted all his
time to the organizing drive. They would

wait outside the warehouse at
shift change, talking about
the union to the workers.
When
workers
needed rides to medical
clinics due to work injuries,
Christian would provide a
ride or call and pay for a cab.
It became one worker helping
another. Christian and Derrick
would often stay overnight to ensure
they could greet workers leaving and
arriving for their shifts.
The drive was tedious and
troublesome, but in the end, it paid
off. Of the 5,000 eligible voters at the
warehouse, 2,654 voted in favour of the
union, while 2,131 voted against. There
were 67 ballots challenged, but the
challenged ballots will not overturn the
certification.
But elsewhere in the United States,
union membership continues to
decline, while the wealth gap continues
to widen. That’s not a coincidence. We
need unions to protect the very fabric

Jim Streb is former President
of the Confederation of
Canadian Unions

of our society against the
assault by the privileged.
One way to do that is to
encourage
the
unorganized
to unionize. The Confederation of
Canadian Unions has a proud history
of aiding workers trying to organize.
Many of the affiliates are very active in
organizing drives throughout Canada,
but we need to do more.
Talk to friends and neighbours about
the benefits of joining a union. Consider
adding an organizer to your local’s
officers. Tell workers about the CCU
and what it could do for them.
Unions are in dire need of a
big comeback. Recent events from
New York show this is finally starting to
happen – and in a big way. n
photo: Pamela Drew
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T

he Confederation of Canadian Unions is deeply
saddened to announce the passing of long-time
member and activist Dwayne Whynot. Dwayne
was a member of the Nova Scotia Union of Public
and Private Employees (NSUPE) and a tireless advocate for
workers’ rights. Dwayne was a regular fixture of various CCU
events, Labour Schools, conferences and conventions going
back years.
Born in Liverpool, Nova Scotia on April 25, 1975, he
was a son of Percy Whynot and Melissa Cross.
Not only was Dwayne a dedicated employee of 22
years, at Conway Workshop Association, he worked tirelessly
as a union representative advocating on behalf of his NSUPE
coworkers.
Dwayne will forever be remembered for his caring
and generous ways. He would help anyone who needed a
hand. He loved spending time with family and friends, either
at home, camping, four wheeling or just hanging out at home
listening to classic rock with a drink of rum. Survived by the
love of his life, Tara Cromwell; children, Samantha Whynot,
Kai Whynot; mother, Melissa Cross (Barry Boudreau); sister,
Jamie Whynot (Jon Stewart); brother, Catlin Whynot (Shianne
Graham); special nieces, MacKenzie Whynot, Emma Stewart,

Alexis Whynot, Charlee Whynot and stepmother Gloria
Whynot.
Dwayne had a great bond with Tara’s grandmother,
Margaret Cromwell, who he loved like his own grandmother.
Dwayne will be greatly missed by his best friend and
cousin Ben Cross.
He is also missed by his loving dogs, Max & Milo and
Kai’s cat, Marshmallow, who Dwayne pretended to dislike
but had sweetly nicknamed “Dirty Rat.“
Besides his father, Percy, he was predeceased by
maternal and paternal grandparents.
We will be celebrating the life of this exceptional
human being, at 1pm on Wednesday, May 11, 2022 at the
Digby Fire Hall, all who would like to join us are welcome.
Masking is required and physical distancing when not able to
mask.
Any donations in Dwayne‘s memory can be made
to the Conway Workshop Association towards recreational
activities for the clients who were like a second family to him.
Cremation has taken place under the care of Jayne’s
Funeral Home, Digby. Please share a memory or leave a
condolence at www.jaynesfuneralhome.com n

IN MEMORY OF DWAYNE WHYNOT
1975 - 2022

Written by Shelby Kennedy, President of the Nova Scotia
Union of Public and Private Employees (NSUPE)

I

t is with the deepest regret that I share the sudden passing
of Dwayne Whynot, NSUPE Vice President and Local 16
President. Dwayne has been a long-time union member,
advocate, and officer. I was shocked and saddened to
hear of his passing and my sincere condolences go out to his
family and fellow members in Local 16 and across our union.
A celebration of life will be held on Wednesday, May

11 at 1:00 pm at the Digby Fire Hall. There may be ridesharing options for those who wish to attend from Halifax.
Please contact me at president@nsupe.ca to organize.
To view the obituary, please visit Dwayne Whynot
Obituary – Digby, NS (dignitymemorial.com). To view the
CCU’s tribute to Dwayne, please visit The CCU Remembers
Member and Activist Dwayne Whynot.
We have created this page, with permission, to
remember and celebrate Dwayne’s life and contributions to
NSUPE. Please feel free to take a moment to share a memory
or note of condolence below. Note that names and emails are
optional when leaving a memory. n

ASIAN HERITAGE AND
AWARENESS MONTH:
OUT OF MANY, ONE PEOPLE
(JAMAICA’S NATIONAL MOTTO)

Above Left: Identification card issued on 14 May 1924, for three-year-old Wong Toy Jin, in compliance with the oneyear deadline for registration of all Canadian-born and naturalized Chinese residents. (Courtesy Jean Lumb Collection).
Above Right: Former Toronto Councillor Olivia Chow.

M

y name is Lorraine
Mar and I am a
member of the
York University
Staff Association (YusApuY)
Equity Committee.
I am Caribbean
Chinese by birth, however, after
immigrating to Canada in the
late 1990s, I have come to understand
and respect the struggles of my fellow
Chinese Canadians. May is Asian Heritage
Awareness month and it provided an
opportunity to learn more about Chinese
Canadian experiences. Research led to
articles about Ms. Foon Hay Lum in the
Toronto Star.
Ms. Lum was directly affected by
the Chinese Exclusion Act. Her husband
Nam Jack Lum worked as a Chinese laborer
in a Toronto laundry service. Ms. Lum
was separated from her husband for 33
years vis-à-vis the Chinese Exclusion Act.
Unfortunately, Mr. Nam Jack Lum passed
10
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away in 1971.
As a widower in her
60s, Ms. Lum became a
political activist, where she
helped establish the Chinese
Canadian National Council
(CCNC) to advocate for the
rights of Chinese Canadians
after she saw a televised report in
the 1980s that alleged Chinese people
were taking spots away from Canadians
in medical schools. Through her political
activism and lobbying, Ms. Lum was able
to secure a public apology from then Prime
Minister Stephen Harper in the House of
Commons on June 22, 2006.
The Canadian government’s most
racist and exclusionary law, however, was
the Chinese Immigration Act of 1885.
Under that law, a $50 head tax was levied
on all Chinese immigrants. The head tax
was increased to $100 in 1900 and to $500
in 1903. It became clear that this punitive
entry fee did not discourage Chinese

immigration, as intended.
The Chinese population tripled
during the head-tax era, from 13,000 in
1885 to 39,587 in 1921. A harsher solution
was required: exclusion, which came into
effect on July 1, 1923. The enactment of the
Chinese Exclusion Act, otherwise referred
to as “Humiliation Day,” effectively stopped
Chinese immigration to Canada for nearly
a quarter of a century, which severely
restricted economic, social and community
development for 24 years.
It was only after the Second World
War that this discriminatory legislation
was repealed in 1947. The Chinese people
were singled out completely from entering
Canada on the basis of race. Additionally,
every person of Chinese descent, whether
Canadian-born or naturalized, was required
to register for an identity card within 12
months. The penalty for noncompliance
was a fine of up to $500 or imprisonment.
Though the Act was repealed in 1947,
immigration restrictions on the basis of race

We know the lives of
and national origin were
non-White immigrants
not fully eliminated
The
and laborers have
until 1967.
enactment of
been the target
In
of historical
celebration of
the Chinese Exclusion
violence,
Asian Heritage
Act, otherwise referred
oppression,
Month, we had
to as “Humiliation Day,”
racism, and
an opportunity
effectively stopped Chinese
to interview
retired
immigration to Canada for nearly
politician
a quarter of a century, which
discrimination,
Olivia Chow
severely restricted economic,
yet through
on May 10th.
social and community
such hardships
The interview
the Chinese
came out of the
development.
community have
YusApuY EDI
survived, persevered,
committee’s interest
resisted, and prospered.
in uncovering issues that
Both Olivia Chow and
Pan-Chinese Canadians have
Ms. Foon Hay Lum provide us
experienced in Canada’s development
with living examples of how committed
and history.
In the interview, Olivia
individuals can make changes to the
highlighted the need for legislation to
system(s). I am so proud to be a part
protect the rights of immigrant workers
of this diverse community.
who do not have decent and stable work.

Through political activism and involvement,
we can continue to fight for legislative
changes that affords equality to all
Canadians irrespective of race, national or
ethnic origin, socio-economic status, sexual
orientation, gender identity or expression,
religion, age, sex, marital or family status,
disability, and genetic characteristics (this is
not an exhaustive list).
There is still a lot of work to
be done within the Canadian labour
movement. If the Progressive Conservative
victory in Ontario in June is any indication
of what’s to come in the next four years,
we need dedicated individuals who are
willing to take up the fight. This is a call to
ACTION!
Lorraine Mar is a long-standing member
of the York University Staff Association
(YusApuY) and EDI Committees, and
Vice-Chair of the YusApuY Bargaining
Committee.
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L

et’s face it… this pandemic has been challenging for all of
us in some form or another. When the pandemic started in
early 2020, we did not know what to expect. As the months
went on, our university had to decide what was suitable
for its staff members, and by the time March came, there was a
discussion about sending us all home to work remotely.
It took some time to obtain a laptop so we all could work
from home, and there were technical issues along the way as we
learnt to connect to VPN and hope that our internet connection
worked properly. We adapted over time to a new way of life. Some
of us preferred working from home and gained more productivity
in completing our job duties, while others struggled and did not
prefer the remote experience.
Personally, on this journey with remote work, it has been
great for my productivity, as it allowed me to focus on the job
at hand without the distractions that in person can sometimes
create. I do miss the connection and being with the team, and as
we start to go back into the workplace a few days a week, we can
begin to build those relationships again.
Virtual platforms such as Teams and Zoom have allowed
us to keep those connections going during this pandemic. I know
people miss those in-person connections and can get fatigued

from too many Zoom or Teams meetings. I hope
we can find a way to create a mix of virtual and inperson communication for meetings over time.
Some practical tips on making our workday more
balanced:
•
We need to stretch and stand up every 30
minutes, even if we are intensely focused on the
task. This little break will do good for our bodies
over time.
•
We could take a short walk around the
block during our lunch hour or break time. If the
weather doesn’t suit, perhaps there is a gym or
walking track inside. We can ask a colleague to join
us. Outside activities in the sun will optimize our
vitamin D levels.
•
We need to continue engaging with our
colleagues, keep that communication flowing,
and not keep isolated. Many of us have been in
our homes for two years straight with virtual zoom
chats in our weekly schedule, but it’s not the same
as that in-person interaction.

Mental Health and the
COVID-19 Pandemic:

• After-work hours or on-site activities, like
yoga, Pilates, Zumba or water aerobics are great
for energizing and relaxing our tired muscles.
Swimming has helped me to strengthen my neck
and back muscles. Pick the exercise that fits you!
• Ensure we obtain an appropriate amount of
sleep and eat a healthy diet.

Melissa Blonjeaux is Vice
President (UM-Bannatyne) of
the Association of Employees
Supporting Education
Services (AESES)

These tips are just a few of many helpful things
to do on the job to decrease stress and increase
wellness in our day. It will help clear our minds
and allow us to focus better on the task at hand.
Sitting for long periods is not good for anyone. It’s
important to get an ergonomic assessment done,
and have a comfortable chair to sit in.
I worry that this pandemic has created a lot of
anxiety and fear in society. For some, it has led to
depression. We need to look out for each other if we
see others in distress and need help. It is important
to keep a positive outlook and not lose joy in life.
We need to start a written list and focus on what we
love and enjoy about our jobs.

Practicing gratitude and empathy in all walks of life will
keep us on the right path. It will take some time to get everyone
to a place of normalcy. We have grown accustomed to wearing a
mask as it is required in most of workplaces. The world we live in
is uncertain, and it’s hard to know when the next wave will arrive
or a variant will be detected. We will need to adapt over time to
whatever comes our way.
I am thankful to be involved with AESES on the Executive
Council and as a board representative working at the University
of Manitoba. AESES has been instrumental in offering support to
all members who call in with questions during this trying time.
AESES has provided several information sessions supporting
its staff at both the University of Manitoba and the University of
Winnipeg.
We have been able to offer educational seminars in a
virtual format and recently started again presenting some of
these sessions in person. Staff have been very appreciative of
these learning experiences, and it has helped their mental health
to be involved. n

Improving Our Health
and Well-Being
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Researched by Dawn
Burns, Secretary of the
Confederation of Canadian
Unions
Reproduced from the
Canadian Centre for
Occupational Health & Safety

P

roducts are ordered online
and shipped immediately from
anywhere in the world. There are 24hour restaurants, manufacturing
plants, and call centres that never close.
We live in a global economy that requires
products and services to be delivered around
the clock.
As a side effect, many workers are

of shift workers include those in
healthcare, railways, road work,
manufacturing,
just-in-time
industries, trucking, security,
emergency services, customs
and
immigration,
public
utilities, seasonal occupations,
the military, gas stations,
grocery stores, and restaurants.
Circadian rhythms are our body’s
biological clocks that manage various
internal functions throughout a 24-hour
day, using daylight and darkness as cues.
Working during the night and sleeping during
the day is contrary to our natural rhythm. This
is what can make sleeping difficult for shift
workers and can mean that the body cannot
recover as quickly from physical and mental
activity during these “opposite” hours.

schedules increases injury risk. A recent
study found that not only do evening-shift
and night shift workers have a higher injury
risk than that of daytime workers, but
workers are even more at risk when they
switch between shift schedules.
TIPS FOR EMPLOYERS
•
•
•
•
•

Avoid permanent (fixed or non-rotating)
night shifts.
Keep consecutive night shifts to a
minimum. Avoid quick shift changes.
Free weekends are better than a single
day off.
Avoid several days of work followed by
four- to seven-day “mini-vacations”.
Keep long work shifts and overtime to a
minimum.

Getting a Handle on Shift Work
photo: byronv2

exposed to the strains and health effects
that come with working at all hours of the day
and night. Changing schedules can make it
difficult to ever fully adapt. There is no doubt
that shift work can have negative effects on
workers’ personal health and safety.
ABOUT SHIFT WORK
Work that is scheduled outside
“normal” daylight hours (i.e. 9 am to 5 pm)
is called “shift work”. Shift work schedules
can vary from one workplace to another and
workers may rotate through shifts or remain
on a single shift (for example, permanent
nights).
Shift work is a reality for about 25%
of the North American working population
and with more occupations and industries
operating around the clock, this number is
not likely to decrease. The growing numbers

14
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•
Here are some key risks associated with
shift work:
•

•

•
•

•

People who work night shifts are likely
to have shorter sleeps and/or poorer
sleep quality than regular day workers.
Night shift workers probably have a
higher risk of breast cancer, as well as
an elevated risk of other types of cancer.
Shift workers have an increased risk of
heart disease.
Some studies indicate a higher risk
of pre-term delivery, gastrointestinal
disorders, and mental health problems
among shift workers.
Night shift workers face a higher risk
of workplace injury than morning or
afternoon shift workers.
Studies have shown that shifting

•
•

•

•

•

Consider different lengths for shifts.
Examine start-end times.
Keep schedules regular and predictable.
Conduct a risk assessment for every
task to be performed during a specific
shift.
Night shifts should not be too long
and should end as early as possible.
In this way workers can get more and
undisturbed sleep.
Shift changes should be made in such
a way that the worker can adapt easily
to them. “Rotating forward” (morning
- afternoon - night) has been proven
to be easier to adapt to than rotating
backwards or having irregular shift
changes.
Morning shifts should not start too early.
The earlier the shift starts, the earlier
workers have to get up and the less
sleep they get.

•
•

Shift schedules should be set in
consultation with the worker.
Scheduling the same worker to more
than one shift a day should be avoided.

•
•

and those high in fat.
Maintain regular eating patterns with
well balanced meals.
Minimize the intake of caffeine and
alcohol.
Avoid fast food and vending machine
food.

TIPS FOR SHIFT WORKERS

•

There are steps that shift workers can take
with their diet, sleep and social life to help
preserve their health.

SLEEP

DIET
•

•
•
•
•

Afternoon workers should have a meal
in the middle of the day instead of the
middle of their work shift.
Night workers should eat lightly
throughout the shift.
Relax during meals and allow time for
digestion.
Drink lots of water.
Cut back on foods that are highly salted

•

•

•
•
•
•

Have a comfortable, quiet place to sleep
during the day.
Air conditioning, foam ear plugs and
good blinds may help.
Make time for quiet relaxation before
bed.
Sleep on a set schedule to help establish
a routine.
Avoid strenuous exercise before
sleeping.
If you don’t fall asleep after one hour,
read a book or listen to quiet music.

If you still can’t sleep, reschedule
sleeping hours for later in the day.

SOCIAL ACTIVITIES

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

Schedule at least one daily meal with
the family.
Keep in touch with your spouse and
children daily.
Set time aside for just you and your
spouse.
Plan family activities.
Pay close attention to physical fitness.
Try to reduce your stress.

Along with the advantages of
schedule flexibility, shift work brings
health and safety risks associated with
working ‘non-traditional’ and rotating
hours. Recognizing and taking steps toward
minimizing these risks can be beneficial to
both workers and employers. n
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A Final, Big Thank You
to PPWC President
Gary Fiege
On July 1, 2022, Gary Fiege will end his term as PPWC President. Below is his final statement written to the
members and supporters of the union. Thank you, brother Gary, for years of hard work, sacrifice and always
standing up for working people and members of the PPWC. And as we always say in the CCU, there are no
“goodbyes”. Only “until next time”.

I

t is with great sadness that I write Even while I was at home, many a time met some truly inspirational people. I
my final Leaflet report as President my mind was a million miles away. will forever cherish these friendships
of the Public and Private Workers of For those of us who do this righteous borne from the struggles we have faced
Canada. It has been both a pleasure work, be ever mindful of the ones who together. Friendships that will carry on
and an honour to represent the hard- support us.
far past my days in this official capacity.
working Sisters and Brothers of this
I need to thank a few others.
Todd, Rod, Ryan, Al, Chuck,
great union. A union not made great by I recognize now more than ever what Larry, Bob, Neil, Barry, Adrian, Cam,
name, but rather greatness
Niki, Nadia, Chris, John,
measured by the people
Gerald, Les, Bryan, Arnie,
who are this entity.
Geoff, Greg, Peter, Kelly,
The last ten plus
Steve, Joe, Dave… the list
“For my wife Michele, it has been
years as: National Executive
is endless and I apologize
Board representative for
for those I missed. I have
extra difficult. She has endured my
Local 2, Second and First
shied away from naming
mental and physical absences like
Vice Presidents, and finally,
anyone in the past due to
no other. When I am away, I am with
President for the National,
the likelihood of missing
have been some of the
someone, but in this case,
people, but she goes home to an
most
challenging
and
I need to capture some of
empty house and two dogs. Even
rewarding years of my life.
the people. To all of you,
while I was at home, many a time my
I need to thank
I would like to relay my
my wife, family and friends
gratitude for your support
mind was a million miles away. ”
for their support over the
and guidance over these
years. Without this support
many years. I hope our
I would not have been able
paths continue to cross into
to carry on. For my wife
the future.
Michele, it has been extra difficult. She a good running office can do for our
This is an emotional time for
has endured my mental and physical organization. This is one area that I myself, the sun is setting on my time
absences like no other. When I am woefully lacked when I came to the here.
away, I am with people, but she goes National. Thank you, Chen and Chantel.
home to an empty house and two dogs.
Throughout these years, I have
continued on page 18...
16
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As clear as the
screen in front
of our face
Looking back at the last
years with the lens of time bringing
clarity, I am proud of what we have
accomplished together. We have done
some truly remarkable things. We have
changed labour law, challenged the
status quo, built or modified systems
and procedures, endured a pandemic,
renovated our office, reinvigorated our
training, built affiliations with like minded
unions, endured attacks, brought new
members into the fold, negotiated
some landmark agreements, opened
doors of dialogue with government,
as well as countless other successful
achievements.
It has been said before, but it is
worth repeating: “as a small union, we
fight way above our weight class.” In a
world of large business unionism, we
are still relevant. We have the right to
be proud!
While I focus on the positive,
I do have to recognize some of the
negative points. We have lost members
to raids by other unions and plant
closures. We have seen our once mighty
forest industry shrink into a shadow of
its former glory. We have fought every
18
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step of the way, but at times you need
to recognize when things cannot be
fixed or saved.
Our union has a rich history
of developing great leaders, and with
Kelly Johnson about to assume the role,
as he was acclaimed for at Convention,
the tradition will continue. I know he
will carry on looking after your interests
in this ever-changing world. I wish him
all the best as he takes the reins and
adds his personal touches to the PPWC.
I have complete faith that Kelly
will succeed in his role as President, for
he has already excelled in everything
he puts his mind to. He comes
highly capable, for his experience is
formidable. He is the longest serving
President of his local in Castlegar, he
has led the Confederation of Canadian
Unions for years, and everywhere he
goes, bridges are built. He inspires
those around him to be the best they
can be. I know this because he has done
so for me. I wish Kelly all the success
in this new role and I hope all of you
support him as you have myself.
I would also like to acknowledge
the new 2nd Vice President, Geoff

Dawe, the new Communications Officer,
Adrian Castley, and all the committee
members elected at Convention. I wish
you all success as you help guide this
union over the next few years.
I will close off this report with
my final statement to Convention:
I
am
proud
of
our
accomplishments over the last number
of years. We as a team have tackled
many an issue, bridged gaps, given
hope, consoled one another in times
of need and a myriad of other things
as they came at us. Without our team
approach, we would not have been as
effective as we were. Without team,
there is no ultimate success, only shortterm personal gain. There is no place
for “I” in this environment.
I have seen this play out many
times in my life, and the union movement
is no different. Continue to work
together, embrace your differences,
have each others backs and you will
reap the rewards you collectively seek.
Be a good human being, for
that is a lasting legacy that no one can
ever take from you. n

W

hat is the attention of
the day, and in what
direction will we be pushed
towards war, politics,
global warming, immigration, drugs,
homelessness, wokeness.
It would seem to me this is the sad,
easy answer of why so many young people
are feeling depressed and suicidal. I didn’t
even mention a pandemic. This is as clear
as the screen in front of their face with no
escape in sight.
We don’t see much good news.
Instead, they get faced with a self-driven
prophecy being fished out by some
algorithm. Those of us who are older and
established have less years ahead and more
behind, so denying a truth is much easier
than making the sacrifice necessary for
change.
This is somewhat confusing, as
wouldn’t we do anything to protect our
children, including sacrificing our own self.
Perhaps the fact we don’t feel immediate

danger precludes our actions, and
denial justifies it.
Instead, let’s get back
to helping the young ones who
see a bleak future at almost
every turn. Am I a buzz killer, or
what? My own child is suffering
through this, as I know many others
are feeling similarly helpless. As leaders,
we like to think we have a lot figured out,
but in the light of this, we feel gutted and
helpless.
At our PPWC convention in
Nanaimo in April, I was sitting at the final,
roundup meeting and to my complete
and hidden relief, the topic of mental
wellness became a main issue in our closing
thoughts.
What can we do? Every next word
spoken had compassion, understanding and
support. I was not alone, it would seem,
and the PPWC is going to do something
about mental wellness in whatever
compacity it can.

Todd Smith is First Vice
President of the Public and
Private Workers of Canada
(PPWC)
I am humbled towards this group
of leaders. Through this union, I
feel supported and strengthened, and I
understand this is something we can share
with our entire membership and affiliations,
even if it is something we can’t understand
at times.
We can reach out and tell someone
that it’s okay to get help. I am very proud of
the PPWC and being part of its leadership.
These words I have written are the start of
something, not an end.
Please seek help if you need it. We
are all in this together, no matter our age
or status, as we are simply human beings
trying to figure out our way through this
sometimes difficult journey of life. n
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brave
Agenda
Vice President Mark Miller looks at recent activities in the CCU
(there’s a lot going on)

S

ince our convention in October 2021, the CCUCSC team has been hard at work continuing
our mission to maintain and grow a
democratic, Canadian labour movement
free of the influence of American-based international
unions.

The first order of business for the officers was to carry
out the will of convention delegates and engage with
New/Mode, an online tool that allows us all to easily take political
action on a topic chosen by the Executive Board. The Covid-19
pandemic has exposed many cracks in our health care system,
and mental health care is one of those areas.
This is reflected in our most recent New/Mode action titled Take
Action on Mental Health and Wellbeing, which can be found on the
CCU website at https://www.ccu-csc.ca/take-action-on-mentalhealth-and-well-being/. This link will take you to a page where you
20
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can read up on the topic and sign the prepared letter.
The program will then use your postal code to send
the message to all relevant politicians.
At our Executive Board meeting in March, the CCUCSC recognized that all affiliates deserve to attend
events with confidence they will not be subjected
to sexist, racist, homophobic or otherwise insulting
conversations, language or interactions of any kind.
After discussion, it was determined there was a need for a
comprehensive bullying and harassment policy and procedure to
govern our behaviour at CCU-CSC events. A committee comprised
of delegates from most of the affiliates was struck, and we are
hard at work developing this document. The new policy and
procedures will set clear expectations for behaviour at all CCU-

O

ur most recent New/Mode action
titled Take Action on Mental Health
and Wellbeing can be found on the
CCU website at https://www.ccu-csc.ca/takeaction-on-mental-health-and-well-being/.

T

he link will take you to a page where you
can read up on the topic and sign the
prepared letter. The program will then
use your postal code to send the message to all
relevant politicians.

continued on page 22...
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CSC related events, provide a clear path
towards resolving any complaints and
will help to make everyone feel safe and
comfortable in these venues.
At our Toronto labour school in March,
the CCU-CSC continued our mission to
provide top-notch education on topics
of interest to our affiliates. We hosted Dr.
Alison Criscitiello, a fascinating ice core
scientist and Jacob Crane, a leader on just
transition and indigenous reconciliation in
the morning.
We then spent the afternoon participating
in bystander intervention training from
Hollaback. We are committed to ensuring
our labour school speakers are available

for the benefit of all affiliate members
whenever possible. If you are interested,
please go to our website at https://www.
ccu-csc.ca/labour-school/, where you can
view many of our previous speakers.
We also enjoyed three excellent speakers
at our recent labour school in Montreal
on June 11, on the topic of mental health,
as well as a continuation of the bystander
training. For information on past labour
schools, notification of new ones,
upcoming New/Mode actions or just to
stay abreast on what the CCU is up to,
please sign up to our list serve. The form
can be found by scrolling to the bottom of
the home page of the CCU-CSC website.

CCU-CSC has created another Raise your
Voice, Cast Your Vote campaign for the
recent Ontario election. This campaign put
hard hitting questions to all of the parties
in the election and distributes the answers
on the website, as well as to affected
affiliates. In the weird and wonderful world
of politics, it helps to know who you are
voting for, and this is one more tool that
can help you achieve this.
Finally, the CCU-CSC has started the
process of engaging a paid organizer with
the goal of adding to our affiliate list. With
more members comes better influence on
the national stage. Stay tuned for progress
on the hiring of this individual. n

PROGRESS SUMMIT REPORT

At the Spring CCU Executive Board meeting, there was a call for
members to attend the March 2022 Broadbent Institute Progress
Summit. Three volunteered.
Written by Neil Niles, Robert Dvorski, Zeripha Moses

O

n March 6, 2022, at the CCU
Executive Board meeting,
there was a call for volunteers
to
participate
in
the
Broadbent Institute Progress Summit.
Three members (Neil Niles, Robert
Dvorski, Zeripha Moses) volunteered,
though they had limited knowledge of
Press Progress and did not know what
to expect at the Summit.
The Progress Summit is one of
Canada’s largest political conferences.
The Broadbent Institute shared their
genuine excitement that the CCU would
be attending the summit. This was just
the start of CCU recognition at the
conference.
Our delegates had two tasks:
find other independent unions and make
it known that the CCU was present
at the event. We were provided CCU
T-shirts, so we were visible. The Summit
had many unions participating, most
of whom were nationally affiliated. As
such, we did not meet any independent
unions. Our recommendation would be
to have a list available when we go to
events so that we can look out for these
unions and approach them about our
common interests.
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Many affiliated members may
understand the CCU, but may not
appreciate how well respected we are
by other groups. Many times, during
meal breaks or in sessions, we would
get asked questions from individuals
who did not know what the CCU was
regarding what we were about. It was
great to respond that we are the largest
federation of independent unions in
Canada, and provided an opportunity
to talk about the benefits of being a
member, including labour schools,
our association with other unions,
supporting each other in campaigns,
political activities and more.
It was equally exciting to
receive feedback from individuals who
did know about the CCU. We were
constantly thanked for being at the
conference. Overall, it provided space
for many conversations. After all, the
theme of the conference was “Building
the Power to Transform.”
A JUST TRANSITION
As governments pledge to decrease
their carbon footprint and become more

sustainable, there is a need to ensure
workers, communities and civil groups
are not left behind as the future of work
is reimagined. A just transition started
with labour groups as industrial plants
were being closed. Union officials
felt it was their responsibility to look
after workers to ensure they were able
to transition into new jobs that were
being created. Workers needed to have
adequate training to qualify for these
coveted “good paying jobs.”
“Just
Transition
strategies
were first forged by labour unions and
environmental justice groups, rooted in
low-income communities of colour, who
saw the need to phase out the industries
that were harming workers, community
health and the planet; and at the same
time provide just pathways for workers
to transition to other jobs. It was rooted
in workers defining a transition away
from polluting industries in alliance with
fence line and frontline communities.”
https://climatejusticealliance.org/justtransition/
The Progress Summit was
a collection of diverse people from
various sectors willing to exchange
thoughts on progressive change as
The Voice of Independent Unions
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it pertains to Just Transition. It was
made clear that “the market does not
look after the workers,” hence the
need for intentional conversations on
many fronts to impact change. It was
mentioned at the conference that 88%
of workers in carbon based jobs are
interested in green jobs.

that number is expected to rise to
one in thirteen (1/13). Migrant workers
often work on farms, are truckers and
also work in care homes. They do not
have health insurance, which is a basic
right for Canadians, though they play a
significant role in our economy, supply
chains and look after the vulnerable.
When the world was interrupted by
the pandemic and people were able to
work from home, migrant workers were
asking the question: “what home?”
There are efforts to grant migrant
workers permanent status so they can
have access to the same basic rights as
other employee groups in Canada.

INDIGENOUS VOICES
Indigenous voices were present at the
Summit. This presence was significant
because it brought into context the
historical impact of colonialism and
systemic racism, including the mindset
of resource extraction rather than a
holistic approach of using nature’s
cycle of giving and taking. Speaker
Jordan works in housing on Reserves
and is responsible for the collection
of rent. On his reserve, it’s a struggle
because of the level of poverty. Rather
than accepting Canadian currency
for rent, he accepts fish and deer as
payment.
Indigenous
entrepreneur
Jacob Crane, who spoke to the
CCU at our recent event in Toronto,
shared thoughts about the history of
intergenerational trauma, the need for
reconciliation, and what barriers are
preventing people from participating.
The first lesson that resonated from the
summit was the invitation to “take the
animal and make sure that everyone is
able to eat,” meaning no one person
owns the animal, but all must benefit
and not waste the gift.
The second lesson was one of
inclusion and systemic barriers. As we
sit in rooms and make plans, be mindful
of who is not in the room and be sure
not to close doors. Keep the door open
so there is an unobstructed pathway.
Even better would be to remove the
door entirely. It is worth noting that the
responsibility of taking down the door
does not fall to the Black, Indigenous
and People of Colour population,
because they didn’t put them up in the
first place.
VOICE OF MIGRANT WORKERS
Syed Hussan of Migrant Workers
Alliance for Change shed light on the
precarious condition of migrant workers.
One in twenty-three (1/23) migrant
workers are homeless in Canada, and
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VOICE FOR DISABILITY JUSTICE
Sarah Jama is a community organizer
from Hamilton, Ontario who reminded
delegates to share the space and not
be dismissive of those with disabilities.
Engage with the disabled community
and look for ways they can take part
in the workforce rather than being cast
aside, warehoused and forgotten. Sarah
urged unions to continue negotiations
for living wages and engage with the
disabled community because so many
are able to work with accommodation.

VOICE FOR UNIONIZED WORKERS
There were suggestions of early
retirement packages and bridges to
help workers reach their retirement date
when faced with a Just Transition. If
layoffs are coming, training should be
available before workers are laid off.
Companies should work on certifying
employees so they may show proof
of transferable skills and credentials
as they move into other positions or
sectors. Just Transition plans need to
include social services, as domestic
violence increases with these changes,
as does the state of an individual’s
mental health. It was again stated
that “the market does not look after
workers.” Workers need to be at the
table to identify good opportunities for
others.
STORYTELLING A VEHICLE TO
ACTION
We also attended a forum with former
Toronto counsellor Olivia Chow and Mike
Perry, who works with the Metis Nation
of Ontario. The context of this session
was the importance of storytelling, and
Mike shared his personal story. His
mother is in a long-term care facility

and needs to be regulated and take
medication at prescribed times. During
the COVID pandemic, guests were not
allowed to visit and staff were stretched
beyond belief as they experienced their
own shortages and tragedies.
Mike’s mother was not able
to take her medication and had an
episode. His story is not unique. Many
families have experienced the same
systemic problems, but unlike those,
Mike decided to do something about it.
Storytelling is a highly effective mode
of mobilizing and expressing the need
to act. To tell a story effectively, you
need key elements. The story must
have a human angle, and should pull
on heartstrings, and be sincere and
relatable, rather than rely solely on facts
and data. The story should be used to
call the listener to action. The Institute
for Change Leaders seeks to help
ordinary people become leaders and
changemakers within their communities,
and telling these stories is an effective
way to do this.
This is something we could
relate to, as CCU members were present
in Toronto for a somewhat similar labour
school in March 2022. We heard stories
continued on page 26...

ABOVE: AESES member Robert Dvorski (far right), CMAW Vice President Neil
Niles (second from right), with Federal NDP Leader Jagmeet Singh and other
Progress Summit participants.
BELOW: YUSAPUY Equity Committee member Zeripha Moses.

“

The Progress Summit was a collection
of diverse people from various sectors
willing to exchange thoughts on
progressive change as it pertains to Just
Transition.
It was made clear that “the market does
not look after the workers,” hence the
need for intentional conversations on
many fronts to impact change.
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about the hardships experienced by
those with mental health concerns
within the medical system throughout
Canada. We heard about how these
impact individuals and families.
At the conference, we felt
compelled to jointly introduce ourselves
to Mike Perry and Olivia Chow and
exchange contact information, with the
hope of bringing about national change
to increase mental health funding and
decrease wait times. We agree with
CCU members who spoke up in Toronto
that this needs to become a national
agenda item.
REFLECTIONS ON THE “FREEDOM
CONVOY” IN OTTAWA
During the summit there was also an
opportunity to listen to reflections on
the “Trucker” convoy and tactics used
by the Far Right. The convoy provided
the Far Right with the data to target
families and build an ecosystem. They
hosted family-friendly activities like
bouncy castles to share their message
and increase support.
On February 12, 2022, on a
neighbourhood Facebook group, it
was revealed that the convoy supply
trucks would be coming through their
area, and it was suggested they block
the truckers. The next morning, dozens
showed up, and as the day continued,
even more neighbours and residents
came and were able to effectively
prevent the “Freedom Convoy” from
reaching their destination.
Citizens of Ottawa made their
stand to show their disapproval of
the convoy. Despite efforts of the Far
Right, community members in Ottawa
actively resisted the convoy in what is
now being called the Battle of Billings
Bridge. It was a moment to remember
because there is strength in numbers.
Members of the 2SLGBTQIA+
community were the first on the scene.
They made the decision to come out onto
the streets documenting everything,
even though some felt it was unsafe for
them because the police did nothing
for the community. It’s a reminder that
marginalized communities are not privy
to the protection of the police. We need

to sympathize, support and carry each
other to that place where equality,
freedom and justice reigns.
Desmond Cole, community
activist and author, spoke about
defunding the police. The funds should
go towards promoting mental health
and agencies that are trained to work
with people who are in distress, to
de-escalate difficult situations in a
nonviolent manner. Too often, police
officers do what they are trained to
do, arrest people and miss signs that
community members need care. This
leads to the criminalization of mentally
unwell people, which is problematic
because they do not usually have
advocates working on their behalf.
Desmond also brought to the
attention of the audience the plight
of two siblings in Nova Scotia which
he wrote about in his book. The pair
immigrated to Canada at a young age
with their parents. The brother and sister
were separated from their parents and
put in the care of Social Services. The
brother was in contact with the judicial
system and was ordered deported
shortly after.
While in care, Social Services
do not apply for Canadian Citizenship of
children and 50% of children in Social
Services end up in the prison system.
They can then be deported to the
country of their birth even though they
have lived most of their life in Canada.

•

•

•

•

TAKEAWAYS FROM THE SUMMIT
•
•

•

Twice during the summit, there was
mention of new union formations.
On the first day we learned how
workers from Starbucks were able
to organize and win their right to
be unionized. They first had to
see themselves as valued, skilled
workers and demand the treatment
associated with skilled workers. On
the last day of the conversation,
news was shared that an Amazon
warehouse in New York was able
to successfully unionize because
of one worker. It was good to be
reminded that one worker can have
a significant impact.
The global pandemic has exposed a

•

lot of deficiencies in several sectors
such as health care, education
and others. This exposure is an
opportunity to improve rather than
return to the “norm” and function as
though everything was okay before
the pandemic.
The pandemic also showed us
that political parties can work
together and put politics aside. The
proof is they were able to achieve
consensus about the basic living
income in Canada.
Governments helped corporations
before they helped families.
Airlines, for example, were given
bailouts before the working class
was offered the Canada Emergency
Response Benefit (CERB).
We’ve been told that talking
about race, class, and aboriginal
sovereignty
causes
divisions
among us, but this is untrue. We
cannot afford to not talk about
these issues. The tools to achieve
success are weighed by how much
money we raise, how many people
we reach, and how many times it
leads to cracks, space and division.
Voices at the event challenged
unions to negotiate beyond their
membership to include community.
This notion had me perplexed and
contemplating how such an activity
could occur. However, this question
was shared with another member
who helped me understand that
unions can shape policy.
On the final day in the final session
after all the conversations were had,
never once was human trafficking
mentioned. It is still an unspoken
issue, even though there are small
memos in hotel lobbies and on
clothing labels. At some point this
conversation needs to be brought to
public forums. Together, societies
were able to eliminate this problem,
and we can do it again.
A theme that kept presenting
itself was the notion of bargaining,
not necessarily for the majority
of members, but for the most
vulnerable members so we can all
rise together and not leave anyone
behind. n
photos: Broadbent Institute
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